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INTRODUCTION

In tracing the emergence of the violin as we know it today, one
comes directly into contact with instruments such as the rebec, lira da
gamba, lira da braccio, viol, lute, viola bastarda, and the viola da
braccio.

The one thing that these instruments have in common is that

they were subject to frequent retunings, commonly referred to as "scordatura."

The players of the lute and viol were also closely associated

with the violin, which was beginning to assert its prominence as a solo
instrument during the seventeenth century.

It is probable that the

practice of scordatura was gradually transferred to the violin by
players of the lute and viol.
The violin scordatura was popular in Germany in the seventeenth
century, partially due to the German penchant for polyphonic violin
music.

Scordatura makes possible the execution of highly polyphonic

passages on the violin, especially those involving multivoiced chords.
Perhaps the greatest usage of the scordatura technique among German violin composers of the seventeenth century, can be found in the works of
Heinrich Biber (1644-1704).

The seventeenth century saw expansion and

improvement of many aspects concerning the techniques of violin playing.

Biber's compositions utilizing the violin scordatura, especially

the Mystery Sonatas, point to the importance of scordatura in facilitating the rapid developments in violin technique.
Heinrich Biber was a celebrated violin virtuoso and held an

important musical position in the Salzburg Court.

George Grove states

that:
His [Biber's] reputation as a performer and composer was very
great, and the Emperor Leopold was so delighted with him that
he not only presented him with a gold chain and a considerable
sum of money, but also enobled him by the prefix "von" in 1681.-••
It was while in the employment of the Salzburg Court that Biber composed
and probably performed the Mystery Sonatas (1667).

In studying scor-

datura technique, one is soon attracted to the Mystery Sonatas because
of the multiplicity of tunings found in them.

In describing some of the

difficulties of performing Biber's sonatas from the original edition.
.2
.ti
Elisabeth Lesser speaks of Biber as "der Konig der Scordatura."
The
sonatas are even more intriguing when one discovers that in the original
manuscript each is preceded by a picture representing an event or "mystery" associated with the Catholic Rosary.

This gives the sonata a

programjnatic air, and brings up the question as to whether this is tied
in with the fact that each of the fifteen sonatas calls for a different
tuning of the violin.
Several practical editions of the Mystery Sonatas are presently
available to the violinist.
the violin in fifths.

However, these employ the normal tuning of

In order to fully understand the Sonatas, it is

necessary to explore them in their original state from an analytical
and historical, as well as a performance approach.

This variety of ap-

proaches will illustrate that only the intended scordaturas will suffice

George Grove, "Biber, Heinrich Ignaz Franz von," Groves Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. by Eric Blom, 5th Ed., Vol. I, pp. 701-02
2
Elisabeth Lesser, "Zur Scordatura der Streichinstrumentc mit
besondcrer Beruchsichtigung der viola d'amore," Acta musicoloeica, IV
(1932), pp. 123-27.

to effectively enlighten the programmatic connotations of each sonata.
Biber's use of scordatura in the Mystery Sonatas may then be seen
as more than just experimental.

The scordatura is necessary for the pro-

per understanding and interpretation of the Sonatas which the composer
was so careful to indicate by the various biblical titles.

It stands

at the center of Biber's expressive purposes in molding the overall
structure of the cyclic nature of the sonatas.

CHAPTER I
HEINRICH IGNAZ FRANZ BIBER:

A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

Very little is known about the first twenty years of Heinrich Biber's
life.

His date and place of birth can be documented because of a baptis3

mal record that has fortunately been retained.

Biber was born on August

12, 1644 in Warteraberg, a small town in extreme northern Bohemia very
close to the border of Saxony and Silesia.

The baptismal record seems to

indicate that Biber's father was employed by the local nobility as a
"field guard."^
Approximately twenty years later, Biber wound up in the employment
of Bishop Liechtenstein in Olomouc.

There is no record of the exact

date of Biber's arrival in the Olomouc Court, since he is not mentioned
in Liechtenstein's correspondence until 1670.

However, Biber could

possibly have been in Olomouc earlier considering that the Bishop's music
collection contains a sonata by Biber, dated 1668.
If Biber's position in the Olomouc Court was his first major employment, he could not have selected a location with a more impressive
variety of musical activities.

Count Karl Liechtenstein-Kastel-horn,

3
Elias Dann, "Heinrich Biber and the Seventeenth Century Violin"
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University, 1968) , p. 1.
4
Ibid.
^Ibid.
Gustav teckraann. Das Violinspiel aus Dcutschland vor 1700 (Leipzig,
1918), p. 69.

Bishop of Olomouc and Prince of the Empire, apparently maintained a
large musical organization.

Gustav Beckmann, in Das Violinspiel aus

Deutschland vor 1700, states that much music from the Olomouc Kapelle
was found housed in the organ loft of the Church of St. Mauritius in
the town of Kromeriz in central Moravia.

This vast collection was later

established as the Kromeriz Archive, and contains the following types
of compositions:
. . . about one thousand sacred vocal works, all concertato,
including among them about three hundred Masses, a similar
number of Offertoria, and well over one hundred Vesperae;
many of these works contrasted voices in concerto to voices
in capella, all had string parts and continuo, while many
had the additional sonorities of clarini or ordinary trumpets and trombones. Of the several hundred sonatas listed—
ranging from solos for violin and bass to quasi-orchestral
"chamber" music for brass, woodwinds, and strings, some with
as many as sixteen, eighteen, or even twenty parts—many had
a dual role, intended for performance in the church or as
entertainment in the castle or in the gardens. Of two hundred and fifty ballet-suites, balletti and arien, most had
usual settings a 4 (some, a 5), but many were for exceedingly
large festive groups.'
Judging from the number of compositions in the collection which
use large instrumental and vocal ensembles, it is apparent that Count
Liechtenstein favored rich sonorities, composed through harmonic means
and utilizing a wide pitch range.

Liechtenstein kept in constant con-

tact with prominent members of the musical organization at the Vienna
Court as well.

This diligent attention to musical activity by Liechten-

stein from Olomouc to Vienna resulted in perhaps the largest collection
of Viennese instrumental music of the second half of the seventeenth
century.

8

Dann, "Biber," p. 5.
o

Beckmann, Violinspiel, pp. 265-67.

Heinrich Biber's position among all this musical activity was pro9
bably as concertmaster of the Kapelle.

If this is indeed the case,

then any compositions written by Biber at this time were probably incidental to the requirements of this position.

There is some evidence

that during Biber's employment at the Olomouc Court, he was quite familiar with the violins of the famous maker Jacob Stainer.

In a letter of

correspondence between Biber and Stainer, there was mention of purchasing
a set of the maker's instruments for his master. Count Liechtenstein.
In addition, Stainer mentions in his letters that the "eminent virtuoso,"
Heinrich Biber, would support the "excellence" of his work.
It is interesting that more facts begin to surface about Biber's
life as a composer and virtuoso violinist after he leaves the Olomouc
Court apparently without permission.

An aid of Lichenstein's, who was

at that time in the Austrian tyrol, was asked by the Count to detain
Biber "should he appear at the house of Jacob Stainer."

12

Biber, however, was apparently headed for the musical activities in
13
Salzburg, where he may have arrived as early as 1670.

In Salzburg, he

entered the employment of Archbishop Maximilian Gandolph, with Count
Khuenberg being Biber's specific master.

The year 1676 saw Biber's first

Q

Beckmann, in Violinspiel,p. 267, states that Biber was already
known throughout Europe at this time as a violin virtuoso.
•"•^ann, "Biber," p. 8.
"^ David D. Boyden, History of Violin Playing from its Origins to
1761 (London, 1965), p. 250.
12
Beckm.ann, Violinspiel, p. 245.
Beckmann tries to make a case for Biber's arrival in Salzburg in
1678, but the weight of historical opinion seems to support 1670 as the
probable date of his arrival.

published work, the Sonatae tarn aris quam aulis servientes.

This work,

and others published before May 3, 1687, when the Archbishop of Salzburg
died, are dedicated to Gandolph.

Biber, as well as Hofer and Muffat,

were active in supplying the theater of the Salzburg Benedictine University with musical drama for several years, further establishing his musical position in Salzburg.

14

Heinrich Biber's first duties and rank at the Salzburg Court, in
1676, are indicated in the Sonatae tarn aris quam aulis servientes of the
same year:

"musicus et cubicularis," (Kapellemeister),

tion which he had held at the Olomouc Court.

the same posi-

This manuscript also indi-

cates Biber's position in the official court heirarchy as well as the
mode of dress he was required to wear.

As Biber became further estab-

lished in Salzburg's musical activities, his position and rank increased
in importance.

In 1677 he was engaged to teach florid counterpoint to

the choirboys at Salzburg Cathedral.

Biber was apparently quite effec-

tive concerning his duties at the Cathedral, with the result that he was
appointed dean of the choirboys training school in 1684.

The year 1679

saw Biber's appointment as Viezkapellmeister, and a short time latei, in
1684, he rose to the position of Kapellmeister.
In less than fifteen years, then, Biber rose from a menial position,
to one of the most sought after posts in Europe.

Along with Biber's

appointment as Kapellmeister went the rank of dapifer.

This social status

•^ Guido Adler, Denkmaler der Tonkunst in Osterreich, ed. by Paul
Nettl and Friedrich Reidinger, Vol. 11 (Vienna, 1956), p. viii.
Ibid.
^^Ibid.

8
position, which appears on the title page of the Vesperae longiores ac
breviores . . . of 1693, was the equivalent of "Lord High Steward of the
Household."

17

It is likely that Biber had some association with

Georg

Muffat (1653-1704) who was the organist at the Salzburg Cathedral as
early as 1678.

With the exception of a period of study in Rome, Muffat

18
remained in Salzburg until 1689 or 1690.

Gustav Beckmann suggests that

a violinist of Biber's stature would probably have been presented in recital in other major cities in Germany.

19

It is known that Heinrich

Biber spent some time in Munich, where the Elector, Ferdinand Maria of
Bavaria, presented him with a medal and a golden "Gnadenkettle."

In a

later visit to Munich, Biber was honored again, this time by Ferdinand
Maria's successor, Maximillian Emanuel.

20

On May 2, 1681, Biber sent a petition to Emperor Leopold I express21
ing his desire to be raised to nobility status.

The petition was un-

successful, but a new request submitted in 1690 apparently succeeded.
On December 5, 1690 the family name became "von Bibern."

In another

letter, dated 1695, Biber expressed his desire to have a quiet place to
work in the remaining years of his life.

In the letter he cited

h\z

influence as a nobleman and also his twenty-five years of faithful service, in requesting a parcel of land in the countryside near Salzburg.

22

17-,, .,
18
Helmut Ferderhofer, "Muffat, Georg," Die Musik in Geschichte und
Gegenwart, IX, 1951, col. 917.
19
Beckmann, Violinspiel, p. 249.
^^Andreas Leiss, "Biber (von Bibern), Heinrich Ignaz Franz," p_ie_
Musik in GeschichtL und Gegenwart, I, 1951, col. 1829,
21D_^.0.

, Vol. 11, p. viii.

^ This statement helps to establish Biber's arrival in Salzburg in
1670.

The request was granted and Biber stated that he had built a house near
the Hexenturm.

23

After his death, on May 3, 1704, Heinrich Biber was buried in the
cemetery of the abbey church of St. Peter.

It is interesting to note

that in 1743, following several years of service in the Salzburg Kapelle,
his son Karl was appointed to the position that the father had held until
the time of his death.

24

The following year, Leopold Mozart became con-

certmaster of that Kapelle under Karl Heinrich Biber.

25

Compositional Style and Position
Among German Contemporaries
As a composer, Heinrich Biber wrote with outstanding melodic and
contrapuntal invention.

By the time he was appointed Kapellmeister in

Salzburg, Biber's reputation as a composer had spread throughout Germany.

Judging from the amount and variety of Biber's compositional

works, it is apparent that he was able to write with equal ability for
instruments or voices.

In the typical style of a seventeenth century

Baroque composer, Biber's output reflects the needs of the court that he
served.

His compositions include operas, one of which is extant, twenty

masses J twenty-one church sonatas, and an equal amount of secular ensemble music, school dramas, and approximately thirty violin sonatas.
Biber's facility in composing for various idioms was only part of
his exceptional ability.

He also had complete grasp of two basically

^\._T^q., Vol. 11, p. viii.

^^Ib.lJ.
Ibjj^.
^^.bid.

10
opposing styles of the time—the stile antico and the more contemporary
concertato style.

Guido Alder states that Biber's Missa a 4 voci in

contrapuncto is an outstanding example of a capella writing frequently
27
found in the late seventeenth century.
Concerning the more contemporary style of Schmelzer, Draghi, Kerl, and other Viennese composers,
Biber's Missa Sancti Henrici is probably one of the longest concertato
masses of the South German school of the time.

28

This work excels in

its masterful contrapuntal sections, and possesses such harmonic and orchestral color.

29

Biber's significance as a composer, however, lies mainly in his instrumental ensemble and solo music.

His music for large ensembles could

almost be described as containing "popular" elements typical of the
Austrian Baroque.

These traits were to lead eventually to the Viennese

classicism of the eighteenth century.

30

Schmelzer and J. H. Fux also

demonstrated this "popular" trend in their music, and all three composers
show striking originality in their multimovement instrumental compositions.

This is not to say that they were not influenced by French and

Italian models.

Biber's eight violin solo sonatas of 1681 contain a

variety of national influences.
reflect a French tradition.

The "highly-embellished" dance movements

The Italian influence is represented by the

many arias and frequent ostinato bass lines, and the variation movements
show the influence of a German background.

31

27T
U.^
Ibid.

28
William S. Newman, The Sonata in the Baroque Era (1972), p. 217.
29
Ibid.
30
Beckmann, Violinspiel, p. 296.
Manfred Bukofzer, Music in the Baroque Era (New York, 1947), p. 116

11
The Sonatae tam aris quam aulis servientes, Biber's earliest pub32
lished works,
are a group of twelve sonatas for five, six or eight
instruments, and basso continuo.
poser's chamber music.

The sonatas are typical of the com-

The general texture of the compositions is

highly imitative, and nowhere does one instrument stand out in soloistic
style from the rest of the group.

Only one of the twelve sonatas has a

set of ostinato variations, a technique of composition used frequently
by Biber in his sonatas for solo violin and bass.

It may be that Biber

reserved the variation form for compositions in which an instrument or
instruments were free to play the variation within the divisions of the
piece.

Most of the sonatas in the set employ large ensembles typical of

Biber's other chamber works found in the Kromeriz repertory.

33

Biber's Mensa Sonora, or Instrumentalische Taffel Musik, published
in 1680, is a set of six partes (partitas or ballet-suites) scored for
one violin, two violas and bass.

The main purpose of the publication

of the Mensa Sonora was to provide what its title implied:
dinner or conversation.

music for

However, it is not unlikely that the partes were

also intended to accompany some form of staged dance.
sonatas encompasses a light and clear texture.

The sound of the

This point is also indi-

cated as an intention in the title: Mit frisch-lautender Geigen-Klang.
The partitas or suites resemble the ones which were being written
for the Austrian Court by Johann Schmelzer (1623-1680),

and his son

Anton (1653-1701), and their contemporaries in Vienna during the second
half or the seventeenth century.

•^^D.T.O. , Vol. 11, p. viii.
•^"^Dann, "Biber," p. 35.

The suites have a somewhat varied and

12
free order of movements, supporting the idea that they may have been
written for use in opera, ballet, or possibly some less formal entertainment-type setting.

The suites, which contain a series of dance

movements framed by an opening Intrada and closing Retirada, are especially indicative of use with some sort of visual entertainment.

The

sonatas contain many French dance movements used during the middle
seventeenth century and some movements reflecting an earlier Italian
style.

34

Occasionally, the suites encompass an opening Sonata or closing

Sonatina, but the dance movements are predominant, and include: Allamanda, Courante, Sarabande, Gavotte, Gigue, Balletto,.Gagliarda, Aria,
Amener, Ciacona, Trezza, Canaria, Intrada, and Retirada.
Another collection of Biber's chamber music works is the Fidicinium
sacro-profanum (1683), which consists of twelve sonatas for strings.
of the sonatas are scored for two violins, two violas, and bass.

Six

The

other six are for one violin, two violas, and bass, and are titled baU.etti.
The sonatas contain little virtuosic passage work for any single instrument, with imitative figures distributed fairly equally among all parts.
The seven partes, or partitas, of the Harmonia artificiosa-ariosa
are quite different from Biber's other chamber music in the writing for
the two solo instruments.

Five of the partitas are for two violins and

bass, with one for violin, viola, and bass, and one for two viola d'amore
and bass.

Partita VI is written for violins in normal tuning, while the

others make use of scordatura.

Biber makes great technical demands on

the two solo violins in the Partitas, with many chordal and rapid scale
passages being prominent.

With the viola d'amore, there was never a

34
"
D.T.O., Vol. 11, p. viii.

13
question of standard tuning.

No scordatura was ever accepted as standard,

although some triadic tunings were used frequently.

35

Biber's Missa Sancti Henrici was written for a variety of obbligato
and ad libitum instruments.

The actual manuscript title includes the

following information:
Missa/ S. Henrici/ a 13. 16 o 19./ 2 Canto, 2 Alto, 2 Tenore,
2 Basso, Concert: / 2 Violin, 3 Viola Concert: / 2 Clarino
Concert: / 3 Tromve, et Tympani ad lift: / 2 Trombon Rip:
/ Organo con Violon / M. D. C. ^^ / Di Sign a Bibern / 1701.^"
The Missa Sancti Henrici in many ways shows Biber's great skill as
a composer.

The first violins have the highest part in the score most

of the time they are playing.

Combined with the clarini, also in a high

range, they add brilliance to both the instrumental and vocal ensembles.
There are times when the first violins have an independent high part,
while the other instruments double the voices.

Other times Biber uses

one solo voice and two solo violins in three part imitative counterpoint.
One section of the Gloria is a three voice motet with imitative entries
in the various lines, unified by similar rhythmic themes throughout.

38

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart apparently made use in his compositions of
two of the themes from Biber's Missa Sancti Henrici.

39

The theme of

Biber's Agnus Dei (Example 1) appears in the finale of the Jupiter Symphony.

The theme of the "Kyrie" from the Missa Sancti Henrici can be

"^^Ibid.
36
Indicating a part for the Maestro Di Capella.
p_^_._0. , Vol. 49, Revisionbericht, p. 165.
Ibid., p. 27.
"^^Leiss, "Biber von Bibern," col. 1829.
Ibid.

14
found in Mozart's The Magic Flute, in the finale of Act II, as a counterpoint to the song of the two armored men (Example 2).

41

Andreas Leiss

states that there is possibly a connection between Biber and W. A. Mozart
through Leopold Mozart.

It has been mentioned previously that Leopold

Mozart served as concertmaster to the Salzburg Kapelle under Heinrich
Biber's son, adding some weight to this connection.

Violin I
=pc
AiU

^

m

1^

iSic

(Example 1)
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41

Ibid.

15
Biber, then, was comfortable with a variety of national styles and
traditions.

He was successful in fusing these diversified styles into

a highly personal means of expression.

Bukofzer states that "his music

is equally far removed from the experimental harmonies of the early
/0

baroque and the fully developed tonality of the late baroque style."
Biber's violin sonatas, in many respects, show the influence of
Schmelzer.

In fact, there is some evidence that Biber may have studied

with Schmelzer.

43

The compositions of both composers frequently contain

a set of variations over an ostinato bass.
order of movements is similar as well.
far surpassed Schmelzer.

44

Their instrumentation and

Violinistically, however, Biber

Biber's passages sometimes reach into the

seventh position, and contain rapid string crossings.
Walther in his use of double and triple stops.

He rivaled J. J.

Most important, for our

purposes, he exploited scordatura to an extent that has never been
equaled.
Biber went furtlier than Schmelzer in a musical sense as well.

He

explored greater harmonic and contrapuntal resources in his compositions,
allowing him to reiterate a theme many times without losing interest.
This is especially true in the Passacaglia for unaccompanied violin.
Biber achiev^ed an over-all unity by carefully arranging the various movements, and sometimes relating them thematically.
After 1681, Biber ceased to write violin sonatas.

/9

Bukofzer, Music in the Baroque Era, p. 117.
43
Newman, The Sonata in the Baroque Era, p. 217.
44
"
D.T.O., Vol. 11, p. viii.
Newman, p. 217.

This is probably

16
due in part to his involvement in the vocal and dramatic writing which
were required as part of his official duties.

Between 1679-1699 he wrote

fifteen school dramas for the Benedictine University, complete with inter46
mezzi,

47
and three complete operas.

vince of 1687 is extant.

One of the operas, Chi la dura la

Cesti and Draghi were well-known opera composers

of the time in Vienna, and probably had some influence on the composition
of this work.
Biber's sacred and instrumental ensemble music show
of his German contemporaries.

him the equal

However, as a composer of violin music,

he is, in some respects, historically unique.

These consisted of through-composed, vocal, comic interludes in
the tradition of the imminent independent opera buffa.
^^D.T.O., Vol. 11, p. viii.
^^Dann, "Biber," p. If.

CHAPTER II
BRIEF HISTORY OF SCORDATURA

The violin scordatura, although used infrequently in modern-day
compositions, has a history quite varied and interesting.

Scordatura

tuning, which is tied in with the earliest developments of violin playing, is any deviation from the violin's normal tuning in fifths.

The

concept of altering the violin's tuning (usually in favor of the key of
the composition being played) was common in the early stages of the
instrument's development.

However, no scordatura ever permanently re-

placed the normal fifths tuning of the violin.

49

The violin scordatura

was used to achieve three different results, often at the same time:
1.

To make certain passages easier to play, including those in-

volving large intervals, rapid passages in double-stops (of various
intervals), and whole compositions in difficult keys.
2.

To vary the tone-color of the instrument by changing the ten-

sion of one or more strings.
3.

To extend the range of the violin by lowering the G-string,

which many times might provide a pedal-bass for chords.
The tuning for each composition, when it was indicated, occurred at
the beginning, usually to the immediate left of the first staff. (See
example 3). The actual tuning for the piece has been referred to as its

^^Theodore Russell, "The Violin Scordatura," The Musical Quarterly,
XXIV (1938), p. 84.
17

18
accordatura.

50

The Harvard Dictionary of Music, defines accord as:

"(1)

chord—(2) Manner of tuning, especially that of instruments such as the
lute for which various systems of tuning were in use during the seventeenth century."

Scordatura
-*?.*__—,—It

^ — ^

Actual Sound

(Example 3)

The scordatura in the example above, from Heinrich Biber's eleventh
Mystery Sonata, has the violin tuned in octaves (G-g'-d'-d", instead of
the normal G-d'-a'-e").

Since violinists are unaccustomed to transpos-

ing at sight (which would necessitate a completely different set of
fingerings), the scordatura is usually written according to the normal
placement of the fingers, and not according to actual pitch.

In order

to play in the proper key and maintain a familiar fingering pattern,
various accidentals are sometimes necessary in the key signature.

The

passage in Example 3 has the key signature of A-Major, but actually

Andreas Moser, "Die Violin Scordatur," Archiv fur Musikwissenschaft, I (1918-19), p. 574.
•Willi Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music, 2nd ed. (Cambridge, 1965),
p. 10.

19
sounds in G-Major.

Boyden refers to this as "hand-grip notation," or a

52
"species of tablature for a kind of transposing instrument."

To make

this notation work, certain rules must be followed:
1.

First position is to be used whenever possible.

2.

Open strings must be used unless the contrary is specifically

indicated.
3.

The accidentals in the signature apply only to the note in ques-

tion, not to the octave above or below (see Example 3 ) .

53

The above information points to the conclusion that most scordatura
compositions are difficult to play by other than experienced violinists,
and even they may encounter some confusion.

An exception to the above

mentioned "tablature" notation tunes the G-string down to F-sharp, but
has the notes written as sounded.

54

However, when the scordatura becomes

complicated, this method becomes impractical.

The violinist usually has

"set" fingerings in the first three positions on each string.

If the

pitch of the string is varied, but no transposition is used, a restructured fingering pattern becomes necessary, possibly resulting in confusion.
Significant raising and lowering of the strings in some scordaturas
makes it necessary to exchange strings (for example, exchanging D-string
for the A-string) on the modern violin.

This is especially true consider-

ing the construction of the modern gut strings, which are usually wound
in aluminum or silver.

This process limits the extent to which the

52
Boyden, History of Violin Playing, p. 250.
53
^ Tbid_.
^^Ibid.

20
string may be tightened.

While limiting the tension, the modern violin

string maintains a more consistent pitch level on the instrument.

In

the seventeenth century most violin strings were still made of gut with
no winding, many times resulting in an inconsistent pitch level among
all four strings, but allowing them to stretch significantly.

Therefore,

it was probably unnecessary during this ti-me to make any exchange of
strings in a scordatura composition requiring a significant raising or
lowering of the strings.
It is probable that violinists inherited the scordatura from players
of the lute and viol.

More specifically, Andreas Moser claims that the

scordatura practice used by seventeenth century German violinists and
found in many compositions of the time, resulted from the transfer of
the technique from the lute to the viol, and then to the violin.

55

Beth

the lute and the viol of the seventeenth century had six strings tuned
in fourths, v/ith an interval of a third in the middle.

The third was

occasionally shifted as the key of the composition required.

Other

thirds V7ere also added to render as many as possible of the primary
triads of the composition on open strings.

Lute music usually had th?

accordatura indicated at the beginning of the composition.

56

Examples

of such lute music can be found in the Tresor et Orphee, 1600, by
Antoine Fransicque.

57

According to Jambe de Fer (Epitome musical des

tons, sons et accordes, 1556), the standard violin tuning in fifths v;as
58
established v/ith the determination of fundamental pitch in Europe.

^^Andreas Moser, "Die Violin Scordatur," pp. 573-89.
^^D^.O. , Vol. 92, p. V.
Ibid.
58Rucscll, "Violin Scordatura," p. 86.
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Prominent Composers Associated with
Scordatura in the Seventeenth Century
At approximately the same time the violin was rising to prominance,
the first documented use of scordatura was recorded in a sonata by Biagio
Marini, (1597-1665), Op. 8, No. 2, dated 1629.^^

The player has a rest

of seven measures during which he lowers the E-string an interval of a
third. After an extended passage in double stops, normal tuning is to
be restored.

(See example below).

Marini was apparently fond of composing double stops for the violin.
Boyden states that the use of double and triple stops was part of the
"new idiomatic writing for the violin" at this time. Boyden also cites
this in an example of Marini's from the scordatura work just mentioned.

vSCOrdatura

Scordatura

o^

u

Marini (Op. 8, 1626/9)

Actual Sound

(Example 4)

59

Boyden, H i s t o r y of V i o l i n P l a y i n g , p . 130.

^ ^ I b i d . , p. 131.
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Later in seventeenth century Italy, G. M. Bononcini (1642-78) used
scordatura in his Sonata for violin Op. 4.

William Newman suggests

that Bononcini may have studied with Uccellini (1603-1680) in Modena.

69

Uccellini was also fond of exploiting various devices in his compositions,
including at least one usage of scordatura.

This occurs in the last

sonata of his Book V, entitled Tromba sordina per sonare con violino
solo.

The "trumpet" sound in the work, according to Newm^an, is suggested

by scordatura.
It is stated by Bukofzer,

Newman,

Beckmann,

and others, that

during the course of the seventeenth century German composers of violin
music were very fond of using violinistic "tricks" and devices in their
compositions.

This could have resulted in part from the historical

German preoccupation with descriptive music.

Whatever the reason, it is

clear by the number of available examples that the Germans used scordatura
more frequently than the Italians in the seventeenth century.

It is

known that the German composers of this time favored contrapuntal music,
both through the use of multi-voiced passages, and through the implied
voices of a single-line composition.

The scordatura could facilitate

the execution of chordal passages in various keys, and single-line

Newman, The Sonata in the Baroque Era, p. 145.
Ibid., p. 144.
Ibid,. p. 123.
Bukofzer, Music in the Baroque Era, p. 116.
Newman, The Sonata in the Baroque Era, p. 219.
Beckmann, Violinspiel, p. 69.
Ibid.
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melodies with wide skips could be simplified as well.
An entire collection of seventeenth century German works written
for "violon discords: Verstimmt" is cited by La Laurencie in his Ecole
68
Francaise de Violon.
J. J. Quantz lends further support to the idea
that the Germans frequently used scordatura, in his Versuch einer Anweisung die Flote tranversiere zu spielen, dated 1752. He states that:
They [the older Germans] composed many pieces in which it was
necessary to tune the violins according to the composer's
directions, in seconds, thirds, or fourths, in order to play
the harmony more easily; this caused, on the other hand, some
difficulties in the passage work."
Sir John Hawkins, in A General History of the Science and Practice of
Music, relates an amusing incident of the German interest in scordatura:

Nicolas Adam Strunck, violinist to Ernestus Augustus, elector of
Hanover, while visiting in Rome, made occasion to call upon the famous
Italian violinist, (Dorelli. He told his host, however, that he was a
harpsichordist and only played the violin a little as a pastime. Corelli
consented to play for him and Strunck accompanied him at tlie harpsichord. Then Strunck picked up the violin, put it out of tune, and
played on it "with such dexterity, attempering the dissonances occasioned by the mistuning of the instrument with such amazing skill
and dexterity, that Corelli cried out in broken German, *I am called
* Tangelo, a name that in the language of my country signifies ^
Archangel; but let mx tell you that you, Sir, are an Arch-devil.' "

^^Russell, "Violin Scordatura," p. 87.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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Heinrich Schmelzer, on at least one occasion, employed the scordatura.

In his Sonata a due violini, from a set of trio sonatas entitled

Werke handschrifticher Uberlieferung, the first violin tunes all four
strings higher.

Tlie second violin tunes the three lower strings up, but

leaves the E-string unchanged (Example 5). "'• Manfred Bukofzer, in Music
in the Baroque Era, states that the organist-composer Johann Pachelbel
wrote two sonatas in which the violin part was written scordatura.

72

SONATA A DUE VIOLINI
-1^
^

^J^rzrjE

f
(Example 5)

In 1662 the "Psalms of the Blessed Virgin Mary," by the English
composer George Arnold, were published.

In the introduction of the work

Arnold gives instructions for the "lack-of-tuning of the violin or
fiddle.

1,73

He also indicates that " . . . the above mentioned lack of

tuning or accord, as one may call such a thing, is still seldom indicated

71
D.T.O., Vol. 105, p. 90.
72
Bukofj.er, Music in tlie Baroque Era, p. 262.
73
Russell, "Violin Scordatura," p. 87.
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in print . . . "

74

Arnold gives the "accord" of each piece, according

to Gustav Beckmann in order to avoid what he calls "mistakes which sometimes occur in such compositions."

A little more than twenty years

later, also in England, John Playford used scordatura in his Division
Violin, published in London in 1685.
Theodore Russell, in his article "The Violin Scordatura," states
that:
The London success of Lubeckois Battazar, a master in the use
of the scordatura, must have greatly popularized it there. He
was appointed leader of the King's celebrated band of twent}^four violins in 1661 and was buried in Westminster Abbey in
1663.77
Toward the end of the seventeenth century, Gottfried Kungar used
the scordatura in his New Musical Delight for Churches, dated 1690.

7S

However, the best known German composer to use scordatura was Heinrich
Biber.

He is perhaps the only composer in the seventeenth century to

use the device in more than just an incidental manner.

Biber was ap-

parently quite fond of selecting ingenious tunings to create equally
ingenious effects in his compositions.

Altogether he used tv/enty-one

different tunings in two sets of works—the Harmonia Artificiosa ariosa,
and the Mystery Sonatas.

Of the twenty-one tunings, fourteen of them

occur in the Mystery Sonatas.

Ibid.
75
Beckmann, Violinspiel, p. 69.
^^Russell, "Violin Scordatura," p. 88.
77TU-^
Ibid.

^^Ibid., p. 88.

CHAPTER III
THE MYSTERY SONATAS

General Description and Historical Opinion
Most sources place the composition of Heinrich Biber's Mystery
Sonatas in the year 1676.

In an article on the sonatas, Eugen Schmitz

indicates this date, and bases it on the importance of the Rosary devotions in the religious life of Salzburg during Biber's employment in
79
the city at that time.
He goes on to say that because of these religious devotions, the sonatas should be known as Rosenkranzsonaten.
The devotional exercises of 1676 apparently took place in Salzburg
every evening during the month of October, as part of a traditional
"giving of thanks" for a bountiful harvest.

80

It is probable that Biber

performed as soloist at the Salzburg Cathedral, in addition to his other
duties.

In fact, Schmitz suggests that the sonatas were performed by

81
Biber at, postludes to services held at the Cathedral.

In his research

on the seventeenth century violin, Gustav Beckmann supports this statement, and also prefers the title Rosenkranzsonaten to Mystery Sonatas.

82

^^Eugen Schmitz, "Biber's Rosenkranzsonaten," Musica, Vol. 5 (1951),
pp. 235-36.
80
Beckmann, Violinspiel, p. 69.
Ibid.
82
Beckmann, Violinspiel, p. 69
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In any case, in the original manuscript,
each sonata is preceded by a
copperplate engraving depicting one of the fifteen mysteries of the
Catholic Rosary—five representing the Joyful, five the Sorrowful, and
five the Glorious mysteries. Previous examples of such pictoral representations can be found in two sets of works for keyboard: Froberger's
84
Lamento on Ferdinand IV, and Kuhnau's Biblical Sonatas.
However, as
far as can be determined, the Mystery Sonatas are the only set for violin
with scenes before each work.
The scenes preceding the sonatas are the following:
1. Annunciation
2.

Visitation

3. Adoration of the Shepherds
4. Presentation of Christ at the Temple
5.

Twelve-year-old Jesus at the Temple

6.

Christ on the Mount of Olives

7.

The Flagellation

8. The Crown of Thorns
9.

The Bearing of the Cross

10.

Crucifixion

11.

Resurrection

12.

Ascension

13.

Descent of the Holy Ghost

^"^According to Elias Dann in Heinrich Biber and the Sevontecn^
Century VioUn, the original manuscript of the Myst_e^ry S_onat_as^ is in the
Ba'yerische Staatsbibliothek, Munich. Dann microfilmed this and other
Biber manuscripts for the Columbia University Music Library.
84Newman, Sonata in the Baroque Era, pp. 217-18.
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14.

Assumption of the Virgin

15.

Mary's Coronation

16.

Guardian Angel Holding a Child's Hand

Another interesting feature of the Mystery Sonatas is that fourteen
of the fifteen sonatas call for a tuning other than the normal tuning in
fifths, commonly referred to as scordatura (see pages 1 7 - 2 5 ) .

In

these works, the scordatura is used for the entire Sonata. While other
examples of seventeenth century scordatura violin music can be found,
there seems to be no precedent for an entire set of sonatas utilizing
scordatura.
85
It is indicated by both Beckmann

86
and Schmitz

that a relation-

ship exists between the fifteen Mystery Sonatas and the sixteenth work
included in the manuscript, the solo Passacaglia.

In the original manu-

script, the Passacaglia is preceded by an engraving which illustrates a
87
child whose hand is clasped in that of a guardian angle.
In 1677 Pope
Clement IX, at the request of Emperor Leopold I, instituted a special
Schutzengelfest (Feast of the Guardian Angel), which fell on the second
of October.

Eugen Schmitz suggests th^t this Schutzengelfest was cele88
brated in Salzburg as well as Vienna.
It is possible, then, that the
Passacaglia may have been performed on the second of October, and the
Mystery Sonatas during certain services within the rest of the month.
It was standard procedure among the virtuoso violinists and composers of violin music of the time to exhibit programmatic representations

85
Beckmann, Violinspiel, p. 69.
86
Schmitz, Rosenkranzsonaten, pp. 235-36.
87
Referring to Matthew, 18:10.
88
Schmitz, Rosenkranzsonaten, pp. 235-36.
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in their performances and compositions.

Biber's compositions were cer

tainly no exception to this practice, the Mystery Sonatas being an excellent example. Many German and Italian composers, however, pushed
these representations to the extreme.

Guido Adler, who describes the

II

practice as Taschenspielerkunste, states that J. J. Walther violated
musical judgement in a vivid programmatic violin work in which he sought
90
to describe the sound of the "cuckoo."

The passage in question is

illustrated below:

Walther {Scherzo No. lo)

•

ijr

^V^

^

-^

i=E

^

r-¥

"Cue -cu"

(Example 6)

In the same article, Adler suggests that Biber's concrete representa91
tions are much less direct, and as a result are not mere tone paintings.
Three Italian composers—Farina, Marini, and Uccellini— as well as
the prominent Germ.an composers Schmelzer and Walther, referred to programmatic representations as Tonmalerei (imitations of other instruments

89Boyden, History of Violin Playing, p. 225
QO
"
D.T.O., Vol. 11, p. xi.
91 Ibid.
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and of the sounds of nature).

92

In the early eighteenth century, J. J.

Quantz expressed a dislike of violinists having to perform such imitations.

93

Quantz was also opposed to scordatura and "harmonic" violin

playing, and any violin composition having to do with "extra musical
'A
"94
ideas.
In Biber's Mystery Sonatas, it could be said that the composer succeeded in illustrating the basic idea seen in the engravings, while maintaining a musical concept that stands on its own.

Boyden states that the

musical illustration of the engravings, is best seen in the "visionary
95
power of . . . the preludes."
However, the various scordaturas of the
Sonatas support the programmatic idea suggested at the beginning of each
sonata, which remains consistent throughout the work.

(See pages 39

through 48).
In keeping with this programmatic content which underlies each work,
there is great variety in the sequence and types of movements.

Dance

forms predominate and are often followed by Variations and/or Doubles.
Arias, which generally consist of variations on a continuous bass, movements which are actually titled Chaconne and Passacaglia, and toccatalike Preludes, which are often interrupted in a manner of recitatives,
are also prominent.

In addition, the Mystery Sonatas also contain con-

trapuntal movements described by the terms Sonata or Canzona.
The Mystery Sonatas are cyclic, in the Baroque sense, in that most

92
"
D.T.O., Vol. 11, p. 11.
93
M
Johann Joachim Quantz, Versuch einer Anweisuug die Flote Transversiere zu spielen (Berlin, 1752), p. 256.
94
Ibid_.
95
'Boyden, History of Violin Playing, p. 116.
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contain several movements.

At the center of t h i s cyclic s t r u c t u r e i s

the dance movements, which begin in twelve of the sonatas with a Prelude
or Sonata.

Six of the Mystery Sonatas contain free Finales which resemble

the Preludes mentioned above.

Exceptions to the cyclical structure are

found in Sonata No. IV, which is a continuous Chaconne, and Sonata No. VI,
which is "through-composed" with the various sections connected.
movements of each sonata are as follows:

Sonj'.f
Sor.j:j
Sonjte

Sa:2Jolge

Sonjte
Sonj:a
Sotjie

1. Praeludium
2. Ana
(mit 5 Variationen)

1. P r a c l u d i j m
2. Aria - Finale

II

XI

1. Sonata (Adagio)
2. Pa$$acagha(Al!ehro)
3. Ada^io

XII

1. Intrada - Aria
Tubicinium
2. Allemande
3. Courante - Double

XIII

1.
2.
3.
4.

XIV

1. (Praeludium)
2. A n a
3. Gigue

XV

1. Sonata
2. Aria
(mit 3 Variationen)
3. Canzone
4. Sarabande

Passacaglia

ohne Tempoanjabe
AdaRio - Allegro AdaRlO

1. Sonata
2. AllemanJc
3. Presto

III

1. Sonata
2. Courante - Double
3. Adagio

IV

Ciacona
(mit 12 Variatior^.en)
1.
2.
3.
A.

Prac!ud;-m
Allemande
G,-oe
Saribar.Je - Double

Vi

Lamento (Aria) AJaj'O (Rezitativ) Presto Ada-io - Ada;;o

VII

1. Al!c-ina-.de Variatio
2. Sarabar.Jc - Var.atio

vni

1. (Sonata) Adasio Prcstn
2. G;i;uc - r.-^.ib!e I
(Pr.-uo) - Double II

IX

1. Sonata
2. Co.i.vin:c D.v.Dlr I - Double U
3. Finale

Satifolze
Mo^e'ntrxti
MoHvements

Sonata
Gavotte
Giijue
Sarabande

The
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The Use of Scordatura
From a technical standpoint, the various tunings of the Mystery
Sonatas facilitate the execution of specific complex passages. Most
fast scalar passages, rapid string crossings, and passages involving
multiple stops, may be performed with relative ease. In addition, these
complex passages are further enhanced by open strings which reinforce
principal sonorities of the tonality of each sonata. The following chart
illustrates this relationship between the various accordaturas and the
tonalities of the fifteen Sonatas.

TUNIMGS

X anmiExiQranrinriiix
rE^
\

A

Keys; G-

c

JL zu
e
I—0—I—_^^—I—i»

9^
- ^

V

F

gll

ft«

0^
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The examples which follow are characteristic of Biber's use of altered
violin tunings, realized by the methods mentioned above, to expand violin
technique.
The tuning of Sonata No. II provides for greater reinforcement of
tonic-dominant sonorities in the key of A-Major.

The insertion of a per-

fect fourth into the normal fifths tuning simplifies the playing of close
three-part harmony.

In the example below, a tonic chord is achieved

utilizing two open strings.

On the normally tuned violin the chord would

have to be broken—two of the notes occuring on one string.

The final

two sections of the first Presto of Sonata No. II (Example 7) illustrate
these points.

Scordatura

Actual Sound

ig r ^

H—I

1-

(Example 7)

In Sonata No. IV, the lowering of the "E" string and the raising of
the "G" string result in simplified string crossings and fingerings on
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the outer two pairs of strings.
Lowering the outer strings (in this case creating perfect fourths
between the upper and lower pairs of strings) also allows any ascending
or descending arpeggios beginning on the middle strings to reach open
sonorities one note sooner than would be possible with the normal fifths
tuning.

The triplet arpeggio variation in Example 8, also from Sonata

No. IV, illustrates this point.

In addition, the rapid string crossings

in Example 9 involve simplified fingerings with the open sonorities
supporting principal harmonies.

Scordatura

| / \'(iLI tL=^^=^^
Actual Souod
.U

••

^ ^jf

- ^

• y ' ' (LL>*

•V
—^il

UJS=5^"^LJ^

1

-J.

.^j—K

'm

r or.

j r ••

ui^^ i^r-mi" k
(Example 8)

Scordatura

. I c t u a l Soiind
A

4—^

f'

—« " ' — P T ; ••

^-ft—

!>*>-

^

-s**—
• » }

- M i l l

T/
^»——.j

zi

1

(Example 9)
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In the beginning of the Courante movement of Sonata No. Ill, the
accordatura results in two important advantages. Unisons are achieved
which include the open string at important points in the melodic line,
and a four-part tonic chord is achieved entirely on open strings in the
third full measure.

(See Example 10).

Scordatura

I

>Com\'nite.
.J

I ^

J^—^H^—rrr

0 ' •' < S

aci:±

p 1^

-St

r

Actual Sound
Couniiik:

J. K
"*M
<-^'i t'

32:3z:

:^

(Example 1 0 )

The combination of frequent open strings and simplified fingering
p a t t e r n s , m a d e p o s s i b l e b y t h e scordatura, results in a n effect of striking clarity throughout Sonata N o . I I I . T h e implied polyphonic p a s s a g e s
in Sonata N o . I l l (Example 1 1 ) a r e m a d e especially bright b y the tuning.

Scordatura

4 ^

.£=:

-"I r ^

9=^
s^s
=3 3±
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-4^-^
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(Example 11)
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Cadence trills, including double trills, are also easily accomplished.
(See Example 12).

Scordatura

I,

:Si^

?'^^^

^ ^ E ^
i—t

M

f

%±^

A c t u a l Sound

I

f\—V—<*i—*
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^
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^
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~e»-
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(Example 12)
The Double of the same Courante could be played on a normally tuned violin.

However, the accordatura facilities both fingerings and bowings

involved in the string crossings.
With the scordatura tuning of Sonata No. VII, slurred unisons are
more convincingly executed than on a violin tuned in fifths.

(See Ex-

ample 13). Using the normally tuned violin, the fingered unison across
two strings is an awkward stretch, often resulting in faulty intonation,

Scordatura
Jl-^

Actual Soiind

(Example 13)
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In the first Double of Sonata No. IX, several slurred wide leaps
are encountered where it is necessary to skip an intermediate string
without sounding it. The scordatura for this Sonata raises the two lower
strings to c and e' respectively, rendering the lower notes of the wide
leaps on open strings. This makes the skipping of strings somewhat
easier, since only one string need be stopped.

This is clearly illus-

trated in Example 14 taken from Sonata No. IX.

Scordatura

r)out)I(».

4>W-

•tri-^^T^

A

^
ilfJ!

^sa
f J r t'

-fv-

:^

-k>^

Actual Sound
i)<Miii|(
'M.

fe

3

f^CT
(Example 14)

In Sonata No, XI the accordatura indicated (g-g'-d'-d") is used to
specific advantage in the playing of the "Surrexit Christus hodie"
melody in octaves.

The octaves can be executed efficiently in first

position without undue shifting, as is normally encountered.
Sonata No. XIII contains the only accordatura found in all fifteen
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Sonatas with an interval larger than a perfect fifth between adjacent
strings (the tuning being a-e'-c'sharp-e").

This particular tuning

facilitates the execution of the passages and trills in minor thirds and
major sixths in the Sonata movement (Example 15).

In this passage the

thirds and sixths can be achieved using only two fingers. On the normally tuned violin, all four fingers would be necessary to execute the
passage.

scordatura

^

t^

Sound

(Example 15)
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The various accordaturas found in the Mystery Sonatas of Heinrich
Biber not only allow for greater expansion of technique (permitting the
execution of normally unplayable chords, and simplifying difficult bowings and fingerings), but they also create a change in the instrument's
tonal character.

It is mportant to cite examples of these variations

in tone color because of their programmatic implications.

That the Mys-

tery Sonatas are programmatic is clearly indicated by the engravings
found at the beginning of each work.

However, the pictoral implications

of certain passages are audibly recognizable without the aid of the engravings.

The following examples, then, serve to illustrate some of the

more interesting tonal colors, and their resultant programmatic connotations, achieved by the composer.
A comparison of Sonatas V and VI, the first Joyous, the second
Sorrowful, illustrates Biber's "marked sensitivity" to the mood of the
particular mystery represented.

All movements of the Fifth Sonata in

A-Major open with rising themes (Example 16).

L
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(Example 16)
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Sarnhandc.

Gi<j;ii«>.

A^'^,li^^J^J1I^.P|^^^J^%#1
(Example 16 Continued)

The tuning heightens the mood, naturally sounding more resonant in
A-Major, and facilitates the execution of closely voiced tonic chords.
Sonata No. VI, however, is in c-minor.

The mood is outlined here motiv-

ically as well as by the scordatura, with the majority of the themes falling.

Examples of this are the opening statements of the Lamento and the

Adagio closing (Example 17).

LaiiKuilo.

I

A

r\• «r
^\\

i>
TT-
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JU.

AdjiLjio.
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•

^

^

' CJU—pf

4 '•' «

(Example 17)
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In Sonata No. VI there is a marked avoidance of open strings wherever
chords are employed, as in Example 18, adding to the somber mood of the
sonata.

The tuning of Sonata No. VI facilitates the execution of closely

voiced double stops, which are utilized in numerous suspensions. The
many double stops in minor, made possible by the tuning, create an overall dark mood throughout Sonata No. VI.

Scordatura

Actual Sound
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Scordatura
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(Example 13)
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A solemn expression is given to the final movement, which is marked
Adagio, but is actually in the style of a gigue (Example 19).

Adairio.

m^^^
55
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j ^ E ^
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u
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(Example 19)

Mystery Sonatas VII, VIII, IX, and XII require the "G ' string to be
tuned up to C or d'.

The combination of raising the two lowest strings,

and a significant lowering of the highest string in Sonatas VII, VIII,
and XII, causes a tonal imbalance in the violin.

The result, especially

in those sonatas mentioned, is an overall piercing or "penetrating" tone
quality.

The close proximity of the open strings creates numerous over-

tones, especially when the lowest string is sounded for any length of
time.

(See Example 20 for illustration).
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The Sonatas that indicate, by their copperplate engravings, physical activity in their titles, such as number VII, The Scourging of Jesus,
number VIII, Jesus is Crowned with Thorns, and number IX, Jesus Carrying
the Cross, require the tonally imbalanced tunings (seen in the previous
example) which can effectively call attention to such activities.

The

Scourging of Jesus in Sonata VII is represented by repeated notes in the
variations of the Sarabande movement.
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(See Example 21).
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(Example 21)

The repeated notes are reinforced by the open strings resulting from the
accordatura symbolically adding weight to the strokes of the scourging.
Sonata VIII, depicts, in the Presto movement, the blows to Jesus'
head associated with the crown of thorns (Example 22)
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The close tuning of the accordatura and the clever insertion of open
sonorities dissonant to the stopped intervals, heightens the meaning of
the passage.

Similarly, the close tuning of Sonata IX (particularly of

the three lowest strings) and the slow introduction combine to give the
effect of Christ struggling under the weight of the cross.

Painful

movement is indicated in the running passages which follow (Example 23)
with the conflict of the intervals c to g-sharp, the c being a prominent
sounding open string achieved by the scordatura tuning.
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By lowering the top string only, in Sonata X, Biber achieves broad
three-part chords which indicate the hammer blows of the Crucifixion
(Example 24) in the opening Preludium, and the earthquake in the last
two variations of the Aria.

As Biber plays on and around the upper

string with close harmony, the range gradually increases as if the earth
were opening up (Example 24). The top string resounds continuously
throughout the sonata, effectively reinforced by the open d' string.
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A "bell-like" quality is achieved with the tuning of Sonata XI,
The Resurrection.

The strings are tuned in pairs of octaves (G, g', d',

d"), and the opening measures of the Introduction utilize many open
sonorities in the unfolding of the melodic line (Example 25). The resultant ringing quality is therefore established from the opening of the
sonata, and is further intensified as the work unfolds.

The tone quality

achieved by the tuning in Sonata XI reinforces the glorious mystery of
the Resurrection,
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The "Surrexit Christus hodie" melody in octaves (Example 26) is the only
theme in the entire set of sonatas given a specific title by the composer,
lending it an air of distinction programmatically.

Sonata.
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The running passages which follow extend the range rapidly over all four
strings, continuing the ringing quality and increasing its intensity
(Example 27).

II
96D.T.O.

Vol. 25, p. 52.
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(Example 27)
In contrast to the bright timbres of the sonatas mentioned above,
the tunings of Sonata VI, Jesus on the Mount of Olives, and Sonata VIII,
Jesus is Crowned with Thorns, achieve a darker tone color. A singular
aspect of both Sonatas is that the tonic notes are missing in their respective accordaturas.

The tonic notes of Sonatas VI and VIII must then

be stopped with a finger, preventing a freedom of overtones and sympathetic vibrations.

CHAPTER IV
PERSPECTIVE

Scordatura Versus Standard Tuning
in the Mystery Sonatas
The wealth of tunings employed by Heinrich Biber in the Mystery
Sonatas probably finds no equal in the history and development of an
idiomatic violin technique.

The tunings are important because they al-

low for an expansion of violin technique, particularly in passages expressing an overall polyphonic design.

Multiple stop technique is also

facilitated in certain scordaturas of the Mystery Sonatas.

Among his

contemporaries, only Johann Schmelzer, in a few pieces for two violins,
was able to approach Biber's rich chordal style in his compositions.
In examining Biber's scordatura sonatas, it is apparent that the
vast amount of polyphonic and scordatura passages for lute, lira, and
viola bastarda, did not die out before attempts were made to approximate
them on the violin.

Heinrich Biber, whose works reflect the polyphonic

style of a skilled seventeenth century German composer, successfully
utilized the violin scordatura in facilitating these multivoiced passages.

A further study of the scordatura techniques found in the

Mystery Sonatas exposes valuable information concerning the entire question of polyphonic violin music.

A comparison of the original scordatura

version of the sonatas with any of the available editions which convert
them to normal tunings in fifths, sheds further light on this question.
The problems of polyphonic writing for the violin tuned in fifths
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become evident in any retuned edition of the Mystery Sonatas.
cally, there are fewer full-voiced chords.

Specifi-

A variety of passages which

are arpeggiated, broken octaves and tenths, and many other "string crossing" techniques begin to appear with greater frequency.

This renders

many of the chords in open position, preventing them from resolution into
the contrapuntal design as easily as in the scordatura version.

The re-

sult is that certain chords impossible in normal tuning are left out
entirely, as well as some that are simply too awkward to execute smoothly.
This point brings into view another consideration implicit in any
retuning of the Mystery Sonatas.

It has been demonstrated previously

that not only is technique expanded in these scordatura works, but expressive programmatic connotations are also achieved.

The tunings pro-

vide increased resonating qualities relating directly to the key of each
sonata.

The result is many picturesque passages which seem to encompass

an endless variety of tonalities.

The editions which retune the Mystery

Sonatas for performance on a normally tuned violin tend to limit the
range of the key areas.
The Mystery Sonatas are of high quality both in terms of musical
expression and formal design.

The varied use of scordatura gives a

highly personal means of expression to each sonata.

Yet they are bound

together as a cycle to express a more universal idea.

The variety of

movements arranged by Biber in a skillful manner marks the Mystery Sonatas as outstanding examples of Baroque violin music, but only in their
original scordatura state.

The programmatic connotations are in many

respects lost in the performance of modern editions.

Perhaps one problem

with performing the sonatas in their original tunings lies in the availability of an edition based on the original nanuscript.

In the late
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nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the undertaking of the Denk11

maler

der Tonkunst in Osterreich produced a reprinting of the violin line

of the original manuscript, as well as a realization of the figured bass.
However, the original version of the Mystery Sonatas remains unedited
for modern day interpretation through performance.

The brilliance of

these Sonatas, combined with their unique abilities to describe various
scenes or affections, makes them desirable for performance regardless of
It

the state of the D.T.O. publication.
the retuning of the violin.

Another problem exists concerning

Many violinists are no doubt reluctant to

significantly retune their costly instruments, for fear of unknown structural changes resulting from the many adjustments in string tension necessary for a performance of all of the sonatas.
The risk, however, is not as great as one might expect if the instrument is allowed to adequately adjust to a different tuning for any
length of time.

Heinrich Biber was known to have used the violins of the

famous maker, Jacob Stainer, in his performances.

One must assume that

he performed the Mystery Sonatas on these fine instruments as well.
It is probably true that the
the German polyphonic style.
German Baroque music.
modern times.

VIOITU

scordatura is best suited to

But scordatura is by no means limited to

Outstanding examples of its use extend into more

Some of the more notable examples are the first Violin

Concerto of Niccolo Paganini,

the viola part to the Symphonia Concertante

of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, and the Fourth Symphony of Gustav Mahler.

It

is inconceivable that in the course of a performance of this Mahler symphony that the concertmaster (for which the scordatura solo part is
written) would elect to avoid playing the specific scordatura passages
by keeping his violin tuned in fifths, and simply transposing the
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passages.
be lost.

The entire meaning and effect of the scordatura passages would
Similarly, any performance of Biber's Mystery Sonatas in their

original scordatura state immediately brings to light the composer's
outstanding attempt to effect a proper compromise between the polyphonic
and melodic capabilities of the violin.

Another feature that becomes

apparent with such a performance is the unique programmatic implications
that are made possible by changes in the violin's tonal character.

These

programm.atic implications are important in understanding the very purpose for which the sonatas were written.
It is fortunate that Heinrich Biber, who must be considered a violinist and composer of the first rank, was in the service of nobility
such as Count Liechtenstein of Olomouc and Count Kuhenburg of Salzburg,
who employed large musical organizations in their courts.

Biber devel-

oped gradually into a composer capable of conceiving and executing the
larger musical design of his compositions.

Within this design, there is

mastery of contrapuntal techniques and an unequaled melodic flow.

The

Mystery Sonatas contain these characteristics, plus the ability to effectively picture certain events associated with their composition.

Biber

was perhaps the only seventeenth century composer to combine these
qualities through the use of scordatura, thereby expanding the violinist's expressive and technical resources.

It remains the task of the

serious and experienced violinist to bring these qualities inherent in
the Mystery Sonatas into full view.

Performance Possibilities and Suggestions
Numerous opportunities exist concerning the current performance of
the Mystery Sonatas in their original form.

ITie fact that they are
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Mystery Sonatas, tied up with the Catholic Rosary, opens the way for
their performance in churches and cathedrals.

Also, many of the sonatas

may be effectively accompanied on the organ, adding to their picturesque
qualities, and making them even more desirable for church performance.
Each work stands musically on its own, even without the suggestion of a
programmatic implication.

Therefore, the sonatas could be performed

individually in recitals or short musical programs.
However, the greatest effect of the Mystery Sonatas is realized when
they are performed in their entirety.

The complete cycle of the Joyful,

Sorrowful, and Glorious mysteries then becomes apparent.

That each

sonata is unique in its tuning, key and resultant tonal characteristics,
lends support to the idea of a complete performance.

A performance of

all of the Mystery Sonatas could take place on one occasion, or could be
divided, as are the "mysteries," in three sections of five sonatas each.
The sonatas may have first been performed by Biber in Salzburg
Cathedral during the special periods of devout worship there during the
month of October.

A similar procedure in performing all of the sonatas

could be followed in modern times, adding even more weight to their
significance, and also to Biber's importance as a composer.

In any com-

plete performance, the technical problems of the variety of very different tunings could be solved by the use of several different violins.

If

each instrument is allowed to "set" itself in a specific tuning for a
sufficient length of time, it will maintain its pitch more consistently.
This eliminates the necessity for frequent retuning and in some cases
the exchanging of strings of the violin during the performance.
The organ is not the only desirable continuo instrument for these
Sonatas.

Others may be used to effectively enhance the meaning and
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expression of the sonatas, and still be consistent with the South German
practice of the second half of the seventeenth century.

Some of these

instruments include the harpsichord, lute, violoncello, violone, gambas,
and bassoon.
The sonatas truly ought to be revived for current performance in
their original scordatura state in order to: 1) facilitate the performance of relatively difficult passages in normal tuning; 2) avoid omitting notes that cannot be played in normal tuning; 3) realize the full
programmatic content.

A scordatura performance of the Mystery Sonatas

reveals their technical advances from both a compositional standpoint
and from the view of the violin's development to modern times.
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APPENDIX I
CATALOGUE OF VIOLIN WORKS
Dated Works
Sonatae "Honori XV. Sacronun Mysteriorum" (and Passacaglia), 1676.
Sonatae tam aris quam aulis servientes.

Salzburg, 1676.

Vesperae longiores ac breviores unacum litaniis laurentanis. Salzburg,
1693.
Laetatus sum, a 7; violino solo, 3 violae, 2 bassi, con violone et
organo. 1676.
Arien a 4; violin, 2 viol., violone; 1673.
Six Sonatas for violin and basso continuo.

Salsburg, 1681.

Eight Sonatas for violin and clavier. 1681.
Undated Works from the Kromeriz Archiv
Sonata, violino solo.
Sonatae duae, 2 violini, 4 violae, 2 clarini cum violone et organo.
3 Sonatae a 6, 2 violini, 4 violae con organo.
Sonata a 6, 2 violin, tromba sola, 2 viole et violone con organo.
Sonata violino solo representativa.
Balletti a 4; 1 violino, 2 violae, con violone.
Sonata pro tabula, a 10; 5 flautae, 2 violini, 3 violae, con organo.
Fidicinium sacro-profanum, 12 sonatas a 4 and a 5. Nuremburg.
Harmonia artifisciosa-ariosa, 7 partes for 2 violins and continuo, and
2 viola di amore and continuo.
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APPENDIX II
LECTURE RECITAL

Introduction
Good evening ladies and gentlemen.

The Sonata we have just perform-

ed is one in a set of fifteen known as the Mystery Sonatas, by Heinrich
Biber.

In tracing the emergence of the violin as we know it today, one

comes directly into contact with instruments such as the rebec, lira da
gamba, lira da braccio, viol, lute, viola bastarda, and viola da braccio.
The one thing that these instrimients have in common is that they are subject to frequent retunings, commonly referred to as "scordatura."

The

players of the lute and viol were also closely associated with the violin, which was beginning to assert its prominence as a solo instrument
during the seventeenth century.

It is probable that the practice of

scordatura was gradually transferred to the violin by players of the lute
and viol, where it came to mean any tuning other than the normal fifths,
G-D-A-E.
The violin scordatura was popular in Germany in the seventeenth
century, partially due to the German penchant for polyphonic violin music.
Scordatura makes possible the execution of highly polyphonic passages on
the violin, especially those involving multivoiced chords.

The loosening

and/or tightening of the strings also creates various changes in the tonecolor of the violin.

Perhaps the greatest usage of the scordatura lechh-

nique among German violin composers of the seventeenth century can be
58
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found in the works of Heinrich Biber.

The seventeenth century saw expan-

sion and improvement of many aspects concerning the techniques of violin
playing.

Biber's compositions utilizing the violin scordatura, espe-

cially the Mystery Sonatas, point to the importance of scordatura in
facilitating the rapid developments in violin technique.
Heinrich Biber was a celebrated violin virtuoso and held an important musical position in the Salzburg Court.

George Grove states that:

His reputation as a performer and composer was very great, and
the Emperor Leopold was so delighted with him that he not only
presented him with a gold chain and a considerable sum of money,
but also enobled him by the prefix "von" in 1681.
It was while in the employment of the Salzburg Court that he composed
and probably performed the Mystery Sonatas in 1667.

In studying scor-

datura technique, one is soon attracted to the Mystery Sonatas because
of the multiplicity of tunings found in them.

In describing some of

the difficulties of performing Biber's Sonatas from the original edition,
the music historian, Elisabeth Lesser, speaks of Biber as "der Konig der
Scordatura," or "the king of scordatura."

The Sonatas are even more

intriguing when one discovers that in the original manuscript each is
preceded by a picture representing an event or "mystery" associated
with the Catholic Rosary.

This gives the Sonatas a programmatic air,

and brings up the question as to whether this is tied in with the fact
that each of the fifteen sonatas calls for a different tuning of the
violin.
Several practical editions of the Mystery Sonatas are presently
available to the violinist.
the violin in fifths.

However, these employ the normal tuning of

In order to fully understand the Sonatas, it is

necessary to explore them in their original state from a historical as
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well as a performance standpoint.

These approaches will illustrate that

only the intended scordaturas will suffice to effectively enlighten the
programmatic content of each sonata.

Biographical Sketch of Heinrich Biber
Heinrich Biber had the distinction of being both a composer of
considerable merit and a virtuoso violinist.

He was born in 1644 in

Wartemburg, a town in extreme Northern Germany.

Little information has

come to light concerning the first twenty years of Biber's life, but we
do know that his first notable appointment was as concertmaster of the
Chapel at the court of Count Karl Liechtenstein-Kastel-horn in Olomouc,
around 1644.
Biber's next major appointment, in 1670, was with Archbishop Maximillian Gandolph of Salzburg.

His duties in the Salzburg Court were

essentially the same as they had been in Olomouc—concertmaster of the
Chapel.

However, it was in the Salzburg Court that Biber began to ex-

tend his reputation as a composer.

As his involvement in the musical

activities of the Salzburg Court increased, so did his rank and relative
importance.

The year 1679 had seen Biber's appointment as Viezkapell-

meister, or assistant music director, and in 1684 he rose to the position
of Kapellmeister.

In less than fifteen years, then, Biber rose to one

of the most prestigious positions in Europe.
On December 5, 1690, Emperor Leopold I acknowledged Biber's excellence by granting his request to be raised to nobility status; the family
name became "von Bibern."

In the last years of his life, Biber lived

and worked in his home in the countryside near Salzburg.
that he died on May 3, 1704.

It was there

It is interesting to note that in 1743,
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Biber s son, Karl Heinrich, after serving many years in the Salzburg
Chapel, was appointed to the same position that his father had held
until the time of his death.

The following year, Leopold Mozart, father

of the great composer Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, became concertmaster of
the Salzburg Chapel under Karl Heinrich Biber.
Heinrich Biber was capable of composing for a variety of different
idioms.

His compositions include about twenty masses, operas (only one

of which is extant), twenty-one church sonatas and approximately the
same amount of secular ensemble pieces, school dramas, and numerous
sonatas for violin and continuo.

The famous violin maker, Jacob Stainer

was evidently impressed with Biber's compositions.

At one time Stainer

referred to Biber as "an eminent violin virtuoso, and composer

..."

Biber's significance as a composer lies mainly in his instrumental
ensemble and solo music.

It could be said that these compositions con-

tain a light engaging style typical of the Austrian Baroque.

While

Biber's instrumental compositions show French and Italian, as well as
German influences, he was successful in fusing these diversified styles
into a highly personalized idiom.

Most important for this study, however,

is Biber's frequent use of the violin scordatura.

History of Scordatura
The violin scordatura can be defined as any deviation from the violin's normal tuning in fifths, specifically the notes G-d'-a'-e".

The

concept of altering the violin's tuning, usually in favor of the key of
the composition being played, was common in the early stages of the
instrument's development.

However, no scordatura ever permanently re-

placed the normal tuning in fifths.
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The actual tuning for a scordatura composition was usually indicated to the immediate left of the first staff.
example 1.

This can be seen in

It will be noted in this example that the violin is tuned in

pairs of octaves; the upper two strings being tuned to d'-d", and the
lower strings to G-g.

Since violinists have always been unaccustomed

to transposing their music, the scordatura compositions are notated
according to the placement of the fingers and not according to actual
pitch.

This type of "tablature" notation sometimes results in a key sig-

nature with a mixture of accidentals, as is the case in Example 1.

Some

confusion, even among experienced violinists, may occur due to the fact
that the notes in a scordatura composition may not be heard as the violinist expects when he places his fingers on the retuned strings.
can also be seen in Example 1.

This

The first line of Example 1 indicates

the fingerings a violinist would use in the scordatura notation.

The

second line is the actual sound, and also includes the fingerings for
the passage on a normally tuned violin.
Some scordaturas are so different from the normal violin tuning
that an exchange of strings is sometimes necessary to achieve the proper pitch without breaking the string.

This is the case with the scor-

datura version of Biber's Resurrection sonata which will be performed
later.
Violinists probably inherited the scordatura from players of the
lute and viol.

Both the lute and viol of the seventeenth century had

six strings tuned in fourths with a third in the middle.

The third was

shifted as the key of the composition required, and other thirds were
sometimes added to render as many as possible of the principal triads on
open strings.

The scordatura was gradually transferred to the violin by
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players of the lute and especially the viol.
The first documented use of the violin scordatura is found in the
Sonata op. 8, 1629, by Biagio Marini.

Despite the fact that an Italian

may have been the first to write specifically for the violin scordatura,
it is clear by the number of available examples from the seventeenth century that the Germans used this device more frequently and more imaginatively.

Heinrich Biber use6 scordatura in violin compositions perhaps

more frequently than any other composer in history.

Altogether, he used

twenty-one different tunings in two sets of works:

the Harmonia artifi-

ciosa ariosa, and the Mystery Sonatas.

Of the twenty-one scordaturas,

fourteen of them occur in the Mystery Sonatas.

Multiplicity of Tunings in
the Mystery Sonatas
Heinrich Biber's Mystery Sonatas are a set of fifteen works based
on the mysteries of the Catholic Rosary.

Five are devoted to the Joyful,

five to the Sorrowful, and five to the Glorious mysteries.
can be seen at the beginning of the example sheet.

Their titles

In the original manu-

script, each sonata is preceded by a copper-plate engraving illustrating
one of these mysteries.

Two such examples of these engravings can be

seen on the cover page of the example sheet.

The sonatas, written in

1676, were probably performed by Biber in the Salzburg Cathedral during
certain devotional exercises which took place there during the month of
October.
Perhaps the most interesting feature of the Mystery Sonatas is that
each of the fifteen works calls for a different tuning of the violin.
The various tunings of the Sonatas can be seen in Example 2.
datura serves two purposes.

llie scor-

Not only does the tuning allow great
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technical difficulties to be obercome with relative ease, it helps create
various moods and expressions intimately related to the meaning of each
sonata.

Certain examples can be cited to illustrate these points.

The tuning of the second sonata, seen in Example 3, provides for
reinforcement of tonic-dominant sonorities in the key of A-Major.

The

insertion of a perfect fourth into the normal fifths tuning simplifies
the playing of close three-part harmony.

In the scordatura version in

Example 3, the simplified fingering patterns result in smoother execution
of the passage.

Many of the tonic chords in this example can be played

by stopping only one string, the other sonorities being on open strings.
In a section from the final movement of the second sonata, as seen
in Example 4, a passage in triple stops is preceded by rapid string
crossings, utilizing simplified fingerings because of the scordatura.
Many of the chords can be accomplished using open strings.

It will also

be noted in Example 4, and some of the examples to follow, that certain
notes in the actual sound version are encased in parentheses.

This in-

dicates notes in this passage which are impossible or impractical to
play on the normally tuned violin.
In the beginning of the Courante movement of the Third Sonata, which
can be seen in Example 5, the violin scordatura results in two important
advantages.

Unisons are schieved which include the open string at impor-

tant points in the melodic line.

It should be pointed out that the per-

formance of extended passages of unisons on the normally tuned violin
is usually avoided due to the awkward stretch required of the violinist's
fingers, resulting many times in faulty intonation.

A four-part tonic

chord entirely on open strings is seen in the third full measure, illustrating the second advantage of the scordatura.
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The combination of frequent open strings and simplified fingering
patterns results in an effect of striking clarity throughout the Third
Sonata, which is entitled The Birth of Jesus.

The implied polyphonic

passages in this sonata, of which Example 6 is one, are made especially
bright by the tuning, and a somewhat happy feeling is achieved. In Example
7, also from the Third Sonata, the cadence trills, including double
trills, are easily executed with the scordatura.

(Perform)

With the tuning of the Seventh Sonata, which can be seen in Example
8, slurred unisons are more convincingly executed than on a violin tuned
in fifths.

This Sonata is entitled The Scourging of Jesus, and the uni-

sons seem to indicate some sort of painful physical torment.
In the first Double of the Ninth Sonata, several slurred wide leaps
are encountered where it is necessary to skip an intermediate string without sounding it.

The scordatura for this Sonata raises the two lower

strings to "c" and "e" respectively, rendering the lower notes of the
wide leaps on open strings.

This makes the skipping of strings somewhat

easier, since only one string need be stopped, f This is clearly illusl^^^trated in Example 9 taken from the Ninth Sonata.

(Perform) ; The tuning

of the Ninth Sonata, which is entitled Jesus Carrying the Cross, creates
an imbalance between the lower and upper sides of the violin, due to the
extreme raising of the "G" string.

This imbalance gives the violin a

"tight," almost piercing quality, as Example 10 will illustrate.

(Per-

form Example)
The Thirteenth Mystery Sonata contains the only scordatura in t>ie
Sonatas with an interval larger than a perfect fifth between adjacent
strings.

(Play interval)

This particular tuning, which can be seen in

Example 11, allows for rapid manipulation of the passages and trills in
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minor thirds and major sixths in the Sonata movement.

The passage is

easier because only two fingers are necessary to stop the thirds and
sixths.

On the normally tuned violin, all four fingers would have to be

used to execute the passage.

These trill passages seem to support the

veiled supernatural mood suggested by the title, which is The Descent of
the Holy Ghost.

(Perform Example)

Although the examples just performed show isolated instances of expanded technique and programmatic writing, the mood of each Mystery Sonata
generally remains consistent throughout.

The Eleventh Sonata, The Resur-

rection, is one example of this consistency.

The tuning of The Resurrec-

.tion Sonata in pairs of octaves is unique in itself.

The scordatura

actually facilitates the performance of octaves and also tenths in the
sonata.

Octave passages abound in the section of the Sonata during which

the Surrexit Christus hodie melody is heard.

This melody, which is seen

in Example 12, is preceded by a grand announcement of motivic themes
which, because of the octave tuning, resonate consistently, reflecting
the key of G-Major.
Because of the scordatura in pairs of octaves, a ringing quality is
heard throughout the Eleventh Sonata.

The resultant mood is consistent

with The Resurrection "theme" of the Sonata.
Sonata when the violin is tuned normally.

This mood is lost in the

To illustrate this. The

Resurrection Sonata will be performed twice; first on the violin in
normal tuning, and then utilizing the proper scordatura.

Before per-

forming this v^ork, and by way of review, I would like to reiterate that
the Mystery Sonatas of Heinrich Biber must be performed in their original scordatura state to achieve full effectiveness.
reasons for this.

There are two

First, the various scordaturas facilitate the complex
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technical passages contained in the Sonatas. Secondly, the tunings provide many variations in the tone color of the violin, helping to create
various moods intimately tied in with the meaning of each sonata. The
performances of the Resurrection Sonata will conclude the program.
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